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OLD vs NEW
The Lighting Revolution showroom is a valuable sales
asset to our customers. The display are is designed to
discuss the various options available to the customer as
well as compare old technologies against the energy
efficient solutions that we provide.
The majority of the lighting systems on show are divided
into 8 main areas: Tubes, Downlighters, Spotlights,
Floodlights, Induction High Bays, Spot Lights, Grill lamps
and Decorative lighting.
The Lighting Revolution showroom offers a fully interactive
explanation of our technologies and lighting systems. All
designs can be catered for your projects.

We also have sections of the office and showroom utilizing
our new occupancy and sensor technologies.

The ultimate salesman
A boardroom table, coffee station and AV system will allow
our friendly sales staff to help you with any queries. If you
are an intermediary agent selling on then all our facilities
are at your disposal for your customer presentations and
explanations.
Quick answers are important in today’s projects and all
queries regarding prices, inbound stock, warehousing and
other administrative queries can be quickly dealt with by
our competent team at the premises. Specific
documentation can be provided to you if advance notice
can be given.
A boardroom table, AV projector system and coffee stations
allow you to introduce your customers to our lighting systems.
Technical assistance is only an office door away.

The idea is that you feel comfortable when exploring this
exciting technological field. Park outside, plug in to our
network for all the information you need ranging from
wiring to trading terms. We look forward to meeting you!

We give you the green light!
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The Econolight™ packaging for our LED Downlighters

